Baruch Liberman <76001.1643@compuserve.com wrote:

My 14 year old daughter, Batsheva, does quite a bit of babysitting and occasionally sits for non-Jewish neighbors. What should she do if she is asked to warm up dinner or a pizza for the children? Would she be violating the laws of kashrut?

---

Dear Baruch Liberman,

She might be violating the Torah command “Don’t cook a kid in its mother’s milk.”

With one exception, it’s permitted to cook non-kosher food. That exception is milk and meat. “Don’t cook a kid in its mother’s milk” means that milk and meat is prohibited, even if you don’t plan to eat it.

This prohibition can apply even to milk and meat absorbed into cooking utensils. A pot owned by someone who doesn’t keep kosher probably has milk and meat absorbed into the substance of the pot. So even if the food itself contains no milk and meat, your daughter is forbidden to heat it up using the family’s cook-ware.

One solution (which should only be done with the parents’ permission) is that your daughter put the pot on the stove and supervise while one of the children lights the fire; or that she first light the fire and supervise while the child places the pot.

By the way, the prohibition of cooking milk and meat applies to meat from kosher-type animals only. So, for example, if the pizza has ham on it, your daughter may heat it in a clean microwave on a paper plate. Bon Appetite!

This brings to mind a story told of Rabbi Yaakov Kaminetzky, zatzal. The Talmud says that a person shouldn’t say, “I want it, but what can I do… the Torah prohibits it!” Near Rabbi Kaminetzky’s yeshiva stood a pizza shop. When passing by, Rabbi Kaminetzky would sometimes whiff the enticing aroma of non-kosher pizza, smile, and say “Ahh, smells delicious!”

Sources:
- Exodus 34:26, Chullin 155b
- Rema in Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh Deah 87:1
- Gilyon Maharsha 87:6
- Pri Megadim Yoreh Deah 192:2 in Mishbetzot Zahav

---

[L52] Alan Goldman <goldman@taveng.enet.dec.com> wrote:

Dear Rabbi,

We live in Jerusalem and will be, G-d willing, marrying off two sons in the states this summer. Needless to say there are numerous challenges with this, one of which is schedules.

Regarding the bride & groom not seeing each other the week prior to the wedding: Potentially one of my sons will be getting married on Monday, August 26, and his brother will be married on Sunday, Sept. 1. Can the second bride attend the first wedding, seeing as this would fall within the seven day ‘blackout’ period?

---

Dear Alan Goldman,

The Bride and groom not seeing one another a week before the wedding is a custom which should be honored if possible.

One reason offered for this custom is to ensure that no petty argument erupt during what is potentially a stressful period.

Another reason: The seven-day separation enhances the bride and groom’s endearment towards one another.

I asked two of Jerusalem’s noted Poskim about your situation. Under the circumstances, your son’s fiancee may attend the wedding, but she and her groom should avoid socializing with each other. Mazel Tov!

Sources:
- See Rema Shulchan Aruch Even HaEzer 55:1 See Shulchan Aruch Yoreh Deah 192:1

---

Yiddle Riddle:

As the sun moves from east to west, Shabbat and Yom Tov occur first in Israel, and then in America. Which mitzva is observed first in New York, and then in Jerusalem?